
Notes on the first draft of ILLUMINATE , Chapter 1 

 

1. The title was originally HAVEN but when my editor learned that another teen paranormal 

romance novel named HAVEN was set for release a few months before mine, we knew it needed to 

change. Now, I’m so glad: ILLUMINATE is perfect.   

2. This chapter was initially about 38 pages long. Waaaay too long. We re-broke most of the 

chapters to keep them under 20 pages. When we chopped this one into two, we had to rename it. Since 

Haven doesn’t arrive at the hotel in this chapter anymore, “First Impressions” didn’t make sense. I 

changed it and I also decided that all the chapter titles would be taken from lines of dialogue.   

3. After outlining for weeks, I finally sat down to write and spent hours knocking around the perfect 

first sentence. I loved the idea of something very simple, straightforward and unassuming to start 

because this was going to be one wild, twisty, turny, paranormal story.  Also: my editor suggested 

lopping off the second half of the sentence after “unremarkable” to make it more crisp, which I loved. 

My sentences often tend to be long, so many were shortened throughout the book. 

4. I mentioned The Picture of Dorian Gray here because I consider ILLUMINATE an update of that 

classic. 

5. There’s always overwriting in the beginning of the first draft as you’re establishing your 

character’s voice. My narrator, Haven, is very introspective. She has a rich inner monologue because 

she’s so disengaged socially from those around her but this was too much so I trimmed. 

6. This chat about hedonism foreshadows the world Haven’s about to enter. 

7. My agent suggested cutting this and I agreed. I had wanted to show that Haven isn’t popular, but I 

went too far and made her seem desperate.  

8. It sometimes takes me a while to name characters, especially tertiary ones because you don’t 

spend much time getting to know them. “Sarah” was just a placeholder until I found the right name but 

even as a placeholder it failed. My sister—my first reader-- flagged it immediately telling me: “She can’t 

be Sarah. That type of person is never named Sarah.” She became Courtney.  

9. Foreshadows what’s going to happen to Haven! 

10. Speaking of names: Stone was a placeholder too. I wanted something earthy for Haven’s 

surname. And then it hit me: Terra. Perfect.  

11. My editor noticed that all of the women of a certain age in this book called Haven “dear”—such 

a good catch. I cut most of these references. 

12. Trimmed by my editor. We get it, the backpack was heavy, move on!  

13.  My agent suggested I cut this and I agreed. Haven is intended to be an invisible outcast, 

someone ignored, not someone who’s actually attacked—that would be a rung below her on the social 

hierarchy of high school. This seemed to go too far so we cut it.  

14. Trimmed. Unnecessary: we already get that she’s a good girl. 

 15. Joan is Haven’s adoptive mom so originally I was calling her “Aunt Joan” in an attempt to give 

her a title of some sort but realized this was ridiculous and confusing so I dropped it. 

16. Cut. Once again: unnecessary. 

17. BOOM! A sign that she’s not a completely typical kid and that this story will take you somewhere 

unexpected…and hopefully it’ll also make you want to keep reading. 

18. Cut by my editor. I had wanted you to feel Haven’s nervousness. She’s looking around, picking at 

her fingers, uncomfortable. But it was unnecessary, we needed to get to the point faster. Little trims like 

this can really add up and make the early pages move faster. 

19. Trimmed. More unnecessary details.  After this scene we’re not going to see Principal Tollman 

again for the rest of the book, so we don’t need to be here very long. 

20.  Just a fun little foreshadowing: This spells DEVIL. Ha! 

21. Again with the “dear.” Cut. 



22. General tightening and condensing in here to make it move a little faster. 

23. My agent suggested that a descriptive chunk about Joan from later in the chapter be moved 

here and expanded. I had initially included it during a quieter moment so as not to break up the party 

scene here, but I realized it made more sense to get that description in earlier.  

24. I gave Nurse Michelle a promotion: she became Dr. Michelle. I also made her younger in order to 

really turn her into a kind of ideal Haven aspired to be. I also added a pivotal scene much later on with 

Dr. Michelle at the hotel in a twist that is crushing to Haven and a turning point in the story. You’ll see! 

Some of the best twists, like giving Michelle more of a role, don’t always occur to me on the first draft. 

25. I completely cut Dr. Thomas. In trying to show how engrained Haven was in hospital life, I went 

too far by showing too much of her backstory with characters that we’re never going to see again or, in 

this case, characters we don’t really need to meet in the first place. 

26. Joan winks at least three times in the next few pages. Yikes. My editor noticed and I cut. 

27. Details like this one communicate plenty (and in an economical fashion) about how much Haven 

is woven into the tapestry of life at this hospital. 

28. Cut. This really slowed things down. This hospital scene is so obviously something I wrote when I 

was still establishing Haven’s voice and backstory and still getting into the groove writing this book. 

When I started, I had wanted to show Haven doing her job, but by the end of the book that just wasn’t 

necessary anymore. When you’ve finished writing the book and you look back at those first 50 pages, 

there’s always stuff like this that cries out to be cut. But writing this was still worthwhile, it cemented 

who Haven was in my mind. In place of this long scene, I just added a line about taking a goodbye tour 

and then went straight to the important part that has bearing on the rest of the book: visiting the 

pediatric patients whose photos Haven had taken. 

29. Originally I had listed the handful of kids who were Haven’s favorites and I had planned to have 

them reappear at the end of the book, but the story moved away from that as I was writing it. I cut 

these names and descriptions, except for Jenny—who helped Haven discover her love of photography, 

which becomes so important to the book.  

30. I added a bit in here about Haven’s photo project getting attention back at school just to show 

what a big deal her talent was. 

31. Lots of trimming and condensing in here since I cut out the Jeremy and Steve characters. 

32. My editor cut some of Haven’s conversational nervous tics throughout the book since 

sometimes there were just too many of them. 

33. The description of this feeling was too much here, I moved it to a more dramatic spot later on. 

34. Cut by my editor, who pointed out that Haven didn’t actually have to prove herself to score this 

internship. 

35. Cut. We get it, you’re nervous. Enough! 

36. Cut. More unnecessary inner-monologue-chattiness. 

37. Here I added in some details of the fall Dante took as a child in order to help readers see his 

injuries. These are important later on in the book when there’s a discussion about his scars. 

38. Tightening, tightening, tightening. 

39. She’s a tomboy, so I realized that all of this pink didn’t make sense. I changed it to silver instead. 

40. Trimmed. 

41. Trimmed.  Just open the box already! 

42. It occurred to me that a diamond pendant was too fancy for teens, so I changed it to a 

birthstone. 

43. Trimmed. 

44. Cut by my editor: it’s obvious there would only be one of these if it’s in an antique store. 

45.  Trimmed and made clearer. 

46. Break here, start chapter 2! 








































